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THE PIJHARICB I )
ABOUT THE PHASING I,• y

CondtÄted by :-?• ; t ■ ■ 
”Journal of Occult St 
fer, Parapsychology ' .
University of Rhode Island ' ,
and Dennis Hauck, Editor, 
UFO Magazine". From the Sept., 1978 

"Gnostica” Magazine

Interviewer: ’’We think of you as having _ i E Uri Geller, 
Israel, and Arigo, Brazil. . . ’’
Dr. Puharich: ”You forget Eileen Garrett ancl Peter Hurkos and a 
few other people before your time. I started 25 years ago and 
met some really interesting people."
Int: "The reason we brou.ght this up -- not that yoifre burned 
out after these two discoveries but to you feel that you’ve 
done it? Or do'you feel like you have another big one waiting?" 
Doc: ”0h, yeah I have another bigger one than Geller or any of 
them in the frying pari right now.
Int: "Is this the Geller children that you’ve discovered?”
Doc: "No, I just finished a book on that. 1 just finished a 
study of 34 kids who are all in the Geller category; but they all 
do different things. Some of them are mathematicians, some . .
Int: "Is this in England mostly?”
Doc: "All over the world. I collected them. I find them in 
Israel, Mexico, Canada, all over."
Int: "What is the title of your book?”
Doc: ”’Time No Longer*. That is simply the case: The limita
tions of time have now been overcome io these new people. The 
title is from a Biblical quote, as usual(Published by Double- 
day and supposed to have been released in January 1980.)
Int: "Do you usually spend little time with hardcore skeptics?"
Doc: "No, I have got to face them because they show up in the 
audiences. Magicians follow ine around and they try to knock down 
anything I say. It’s a whole routine. It’s an annoying Situa
tion because they dont have the facts. They are like people who 
still think the earth is flat. They are not subject to growth." 
Int: "when you meet those skeptics, do von feel some sort of re~ 
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sponsibility to work on them?**
Doc: *’No, because I am not a teacher, either. I have to appear 
publickly once in awhile before my peers. But I dont try to con~ 
vert anybody/'

THE OLD HUMANITY IS PHASING OUT
lut: "What could be bigger than meeting 34 individuals with spe
cial psychic talents? Is it the UFO. interacticm. the higher con
sciousness that we are moving into? Or that is moving into us?” 
Döc: "Weil, I think from what Iä have leamed, the whole old type 
of humanity is phasing out. It’s what the occultists called the 
5th Root Race which is at its end; and the new root race, that’s 
what these kids are, the 6th root race; you guys are probably 
part of the new race. I’m part of the old, the old dinosaur crea
tures, and they phase out slowly. The new ru , if they are suc
cessful -- I mean as a species that has to adapt -- they will pro
bably dominate the planet in a few thou-'” \ ; *s, hopefully, with 
a whole new way of life. Ideas, and all this Hardware we live by 
and so on, will all be gone. Because I think things will become 
mental operations» teletransporting. . . "

The Root Race idea is from Theosophical literature, but there 
we read that the 6t.h Root Race will not. be coming in for thousands 
of years .yet. We are -in the transition period between the 5th and 
6th Sub Races of the 5th Root Race,, the Aryan. The 5th Sub Race 
can be generally identified as the Euro-American civilization, with 
emphasis on separateness and individuality. The new 6th Sub Race 
will emphasize brotherhood and Cooperation. It is they who will 
unify the planet under one world government and prepare the earth 
for membership in the Interplanetary Confederation.

These evolutionary patterns- are governed by Rays of spiritual 
energy from the Sun. Some of their effects are being identified by 
Science as ELF waves, though the langer, evolutionary influences 
are still the domain of occult Science. They are discussed at length 
by the Master D.K. in the book, ”The Destiny of Nations", through 
Alice Bailey. On page 32 he writes: "At this time the whole world 
is embroiled in the chaos and turmoil incident upon the clashing 
of the forces of the sixth and seventh rays. As one ray passes 
out and another comes into Manifestation and their impact upon the 
earth and upon all the forms in all the kingdoms of nature has 
reached the point where the two influences are equalised, then a 
definite point of crisis is reached. This is what has occurred 
today, and humanity, subjected to two types or forms of energy, 
is thrown *off centre’ and hence the intense difficulty and Pension 
of the present world period. . . You have a meeting of many con- 
flicting forces (which can roughly be identified as either Piscean 
or Aquarian, RHC) and the world Arjuna is faced with a stupendous 
battle -- one that is recurrent and cyclic but which will, in this 
particular era, prove a decisive and determining factor in the age 
old conflict. between material domination and spiritual control. . .
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Int: ”äjä -they- genetically dif--v 
ferentf"-
Ihres- ""We have »o way -öf provingf 
h. i‘ve talkedvÄ lot with gen- 
eticists. We know if we have 
enougn «ensitivity : in genetic map- 
ping to teil, but we still dont 
have any good genetic mapping.
The kids dont look any different from anyone eise. Itis mentally. 
Geller looks like any other good 
looking kid, but what he does is 
& little different. In the 3-di- 
mensional world he is very much 
like everybody eise. All these 
kids in the 3—D world are very 
much like everyone eise, but 
when you get in a 4-D world and 
& 5th-Dimensional world and 6th 
Dimensional world and so on, then 
fests."
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PISCEAN vs AQUARIAN, THE GREAT RANGE OF CONFLICT
Int: "How can that be maintained, that kind of conflict between 
inner and outeiy.personalities? You would think that they would 
put the two together«”
Doc; "It’s a terrible struggle. I think they have more problems 
in getting it together than ordinary people because the ränge of 
theii" conflict is greater."
Int: "But we step into that realm once in awhile -- on a drug or 
through a mystical experience like just walking out into the forest. 
It doesn’t seem to be separated from the UFO trip."
Doc: "I dont think so."
Int: "They are direetly linked?”
Doc: "i’ve been trying to teil the world for five years, but no 
one is listening." (And BSRF has been trying to teil the world for 
35 years! "Flying Saucers and the New Consciousness”, $2.75)

Int: "Why didn’t they step in during World War II, Like in Nazi 
Germany?"
Doc: "We have no evidence in history that they’ve ever stepped 
into anything. That‘s• rule Number 1. They dont interfere with 
any one’s affairs or violate anybody’s free will. That’s my ex
perience. (And dramatized many times, rule No. 1, on 'Star Trek* ) 
I dont know of any plate that they ever stepped in unless- you want 
to make a big story about Moses in Egypt and that stuff. There is 
no evidence for that."
Int: "Does that mean they are insensitive or immoral?’’
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THE MESSAGE FROM OUTER SPACE: "THIS IS A 
MORAL UNIVERSE/’
'Doc; ;/No, I think they say in my book ("Uri" 
Doubleday, New York» 1974) that they had con- 
versations with various repräsentatives down 
here. They say.the fundamental ruling in the 
universe is that nobody’s free will can be 
violated because you rob the person of the 
opportunity of growth in evolution by either 
suppressing them or accelerating them or 
whatever, and so that*sano-no in their rule 
book. So man, if he’s going to slaughter him* 
seif, that is his problem in. evolution and 
that is the price he has to pay for his be
havior» If everything is going smooth and 
great, fine; they are learning and evolving."

AMDRIJÄ PUHARICH

Int: "However, your book ’Uri’ points out that they would Step 
in to prevent the destruction of the earth, and in fact that is 
why they did interfere in the Arab-Israeli war."
Doc: "Well you notice, though, that there was a subtle point 
there that was not articulated, but I thought sensitive people 
would get the point. They did not Step in directly; they called 
upon human will to to the stepping in, and I had to run my ass 
off dealing with the Israeli General Staff and the Chief of In
telligence. They (UFOs) did very little. I mean we did 90% of 
the work. But the boost we got made it possible. Without our 
ability -- our ability, shit, I wasn’t even involved! It was 
Uri’s ability to screw up radar and tanks and guns -- you know, 
really demonstrate his power. They wouldn’t have believed a 
word. ’
Int: "What did you do?”
Doc: "Well, I dont want to put it on record because it's a very 
sensitive thing, especially for Uri Geller. He is always worried 
that somebody is going to kill hini. You know, if they know what 
he can really do in the military. You talk to Uri. He’s very 
paranoid. ’’
Int: "I see, as Loose as he is. . . "
Doc: "Look, when -- I see a lot of things he is careful of -- 
peace comes between the Arabs and the Jews, then we can talk about 
it; but right now (1977) it is ultra-sensitive.”
Int: "Does Uri get any death threats?”
Doc: "I dont know if he does actually, but he is afraid of them. 
It drives me nuts to travel with him. ’
Int: ”He doesn’t have any bodyguards, does he?”
Doc: "Well, Shipi is a bodyguard; and he is like an antenna that 
suiells anything. He is a super bodyguard, a super space kid.”
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Int: "Does he have abilities?"

Doc: "He never manifested a single ability, except ■his incredible 
watchdog sensitivity."

Int: "What a lucky break to get someone who can stay back in the 
wings."

Doc: "Shipi is like non-visible. The magicians say he is an ac- 
complice. But he is actually a watchdog. That's his function;
so he does it like the watchdog, like a trained German shepherd."

WHERE DID YOU START YOUR HUMAN EVOLUTION?
Int: "What planet are you from?"

Doc: "I’m not from any planet."

Int: "Well, you took these kids back — hypnosis, past-life re- 
gress ion -- and they all have stated that they came from differ
ent civilizations. Now all of us must have, right?"

And the Interviewer might have added that these advanced souls. 
came here to help mankind through this present crisis. This is what 
Dr. Puharich told Maurice Barbanell, editor and publisher of the 
London "Psychic News", when he was interviewed there in 1977.

Doc: "Right."

Int: "So you have never explored your own? Have you gotten any 
insight into that?"

Doc: "I dont come from any planet. I came from empty space in 
between planets."

They all laugh and Interviewer Howard comments: "It's either 
Sheboygan or Des Moines."

Int: "There are theories that man evolves spiritually and mater- 
ially. But when his psychic powers surfaced, as in Salem, he was 
killed off. The entire society seems geared to prevent this type 
-of person from emerging."

The Salem, Massachusetts Witchcraft Trials of 1692 came up 
in the Mark Probert seances on March 13, 1949 when Control Prof. 
Luntz brought in Cotton Mather, the Christian bigot who was one 
of the chief instigators of the Trials. In- the several pages of 
discussion by the sitters with Mather (BSRF No. 10-B, $2.50) he 
makes only one brief reference to his years of frying in his own 
seif-created hell: "Believe me, I had a lot of spit-turning when 
I first came over here (he died in 1728). Man cannot commit de- 
gradations upon his fellowman and escape. The law of conscious
ness will not permit it. . . "

Doc: "Well, it’s a very peculiar Situation. They dont have 
strength in the way that they have muscle strength or gun strength 
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or legal strength or financial strength, but this kind of peculiar 
strength in water that eventually grinds down gran.it e and mountains. 
Thatrs their kind of strength»

THE TWILIGHT OF THE GODS, THE OLD GOD' !
"The ones who have the material power to strangle
themselves with too much materialism, ", - “ roire, cancer,
pollution, you name it. The whole ec<>J.'g . - is collapsing;
and those those people, they cant survive u <. those conditions; 
they will go the way of the Dinosaurs.

"The other people I deal with, the younger ones, tend to go out on 
the edge of civilization and try to make it on their own, in the 
forest and mountains and so on, and they are already preparing 
themselves. They dont know that there is going to be an enormous 
attrition of Life as we know it. You know you can see it all around. 
You dont have to be a magician to know k 1 ■ , to that extent,
they have a kind of softness which cant 1 with sticks
and stones and Steel. But on the other hand they have a toughness. 
They survive. But if it was an open armed conflict, as with witch- 
craft, no I dont think that they could survive. They’re not that 
strong."
Int: "But they may survive because they are irrelevant, i.e., 
because they chose to be on a farm in New Hampshire. They are 
tolerated."
Doc: "It depends. So much depends on how they evolve; and I think 
we have to see two or three generations of them. I‘ve only seen 
second generations. As far as l’ve seen, the young kids who have 
young kids ~~ and it takes several generations to see how they adapt 
in terms of their advisably superior foresight, their clairvoyance 
and Intuition, ESP, their abilities to influence matter. Even they 
might be clever in introducing mutations in plants that are bene- 
ficial to their way of Life. A lot of powers they have can be 
brought into play, too»"
Int: "However, this emergence of a new race of humans wasn’t 
man’s decision. At least it doesn’t seem to be."
Doc: "Well, what decisions are raan's? Just to give you a refer- 
ence frame -- what the hell do we decide? Nothing. Everything 
is given. What do we decide? I mean a few characters decide this 
or that, but man decides very little on this planet. We are a 
product of natural evolution. We can seed it once in a while -- 
enough to survive on our own but we dont decide very much. The 
water we drink, the weather, the food -- it is all given. We did 
not produce a single genetic strain. We just modified some Stocks." 

Int: "There seems to be a linking up. I mean, when our technology 
reaches the point of the atom bomb and traveling to the moon. and 
then all of a sudden Clark writes his book, ’Childhood’s End’, and 
these children appear; now is it a product of natural evolution or 
is there someone out there pushing buttons?"
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THE MOVEMENT TOWARD ORDER, NEGENTROPY
Doc: "Well, I think we have to redefine natural evolution. I 
dont personally think there was a natural evolution in the sense 
of Darwin or Wallace or somebody who taught it; that was a very 
specialized point of view, natural selection. But I dont think 
a genetic structure was created by a blind, chance combination 
of hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen (Dont forget Carbon, Doc, the 
all-important fourth element! RHC). I just dont believe that.

”l do know that the laws of quantum mechanics are rightly built 
into those items and they could give rise to all kinds of forms. 
If you take the Ultimata conclusion of quantum mechanics, you are 
going to come up with some kind of probability curve with always 
the uhcertainty of any outcome of any combination of things.
When you look at genetic blueprinting, generation after generation 
after generation, I mean it kind of defeats the laws of quantum 
mechanics. That’s where you get your notion of Negentropy (Entropy 
is the movement towards disorder and is the Second Law of Thermo- 
dynamics. Negentropy is its opposite: movement towards Order.) 

"So I personally think that natural evolution has always been under 
the guidance of some kind of superior Intelligence who could take 
a handful of atoms and, with a mind just like these kids' or Gel
ler1 s, can dematerialize something or himself and teletransport 
and so on. And I think they created these millions and millions 
and millions of living things that we know of on this planet, 
and God knows how many trilLions and tri11ions of things on other 
planets. So I think natural evolution has to be redefined.

"My own opinion is that every few thousand years someone drops in 
from some other advanced civilization and looks the garden over 
and says, *Hmmm, 1*11 push this a little bit,’ and then they go 
away for a few thousand years. I think a lot of devaluation has 
to be done to a lot of cherished notions that we’re stuck with."

Int: "What you are saying is that, besides an internal source 
of evolution, there is an intelligent external one; that Mother 
Nature, so to speak, has a conscious brain similar to ours?”

Doc: "Yeah, I think there is an Intelligence hierarchy in the 
Universa and we are probably somehwere at the bottom of the scale, 
and some day when we get up there, billions of years from now, 
we’ll look back.”

Int: "There isn’t any chance that the experiment has gotten so 
out of hand that we can override the better intentions?"

Doc: "You mean the earth experiment? Oh, I dont think it’s got
ten out of hand. I think it could be reversed tomorrow if every- 
body decided it should be reversed. But the trouble is that most 
humans are asleep. Most people dont really know what is going 
on out there. They dofit want to know."

Here Dr. Puharich paraphrases the Master s.peaking to the 
Disciples 2000 years earlier about the "sleep" of the raultitudes:
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. Because they seeing, see not; and Hearing, hear they not, 
neither do they understand.” Then He refers back to Isaiah making 
the same complaint 500 years earlier: ”By Hearing ye shall hear 
and not :understand; and seeing ye shall see, and shall not per- 
ceive." Then Jesus continues: "For this people's heart is waxed 
gross, and their ears are dull of Hearing, and their eyes they 
have closed; lest at any time they should see with their eyes, 
and hear with their ears, and should understand with their heart, 
and should be converted (awakened), and I should heal them.”

THE "NEW REALITY” OF THE AQUARIAN AGE
Int: "There is a kind of implicit optimism in your feelings that 
eventually this higher person will prevail, because the higher 
being always prevails, and I dont know why this has to be true. 
If the experiment has gotten a little bit out of hand. then this 
outer materialistic Shell of ours can really prevail. 1

Doc: ”1'11 teil you why I’m optimistic. I think I have been privy 
to a lot of experiences which show me the power of the mind., as 
manifested in these kids. The mind can override anything -- ma- 
teriality, energy (including nuclear weapons) and so on. That is 
my starting point, you see. That knowledge is not classical physics, 
it is not classical biology, it’s not classical anything. This is 
really a new point of view. The mind can override anything; but 
higher minds can override and control anything. . . ’’

It was awareness of this New Reality and the need to share 
this idea with other like-minded people that caused Meade Layne 
to start the Round Robin Journal of Borderland Research in 194S. 
For Dr. Andrija Puharich it was forcefully brought home to him 
in 1971 when he was researching the psychic powers of Uri Geller 
in Israel. From Chapter Six of his book ”Uri”;

*’0n December 28, 1971, at 9:07 P.M. Uri called me while I 
was in the Sharon Hotel dining room having dinner with Ila Ziebell, 
who had just come to Israel. He seemed in such a state of alarm 
on the phone that I became deeply worried. He would not say what 
was wrong but begged me to come to his apartment immediately. I 
asked him if I couid bring Ila along, and he said that would ac
tually be helpful. We stopped dinner in mid-course and took a 
cab to Uri’s apartment.

"When we walked in he was alone, dressed in a bathrobe. He 
looked at us with red eyes, 1I cant teil you what happened, but 
I cried. Do grown men cry?* he pleaded.

”*Yes, Uri, I have cried when someone I loved died,* I said.

"He asked us to sit down. He fiddled with his hands aimlessly, 
wanting to talk, yet somehow constrained. Finally, it came out in 
bits. He had been secretly in love with a woman for the past five 
years. Her Situation was such that they couid only meet secretly 
at rare intervals. An hour and a half earlier he had actually 
placed a revolver to his head to end his life, but something made 
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him put down the weapon and calledme instead. I was profoundly 
shocked at his deep depression and at the thought that he might 
die violently, as had Arigo (The Brazilian healer whom Puharich 
had researched years earlier.)

”’üri, please showme the gun!’ I demarided. Uri walked into 
his bedrootn and handed me a revolver in a brown leather case. I 
looked at the revolver; it was a .38-caliber Rossi loaded with 
six bullets.

”*Uri, this gun in your hands really disturbs me. Please, 
may I take it?’ I asked.

"Uri insisted he was all right now. I offered to spend the 
night at his place; he refused. I invited him to spend the night 
at my hotel; he refused. But through all this discussion, he 
refused to part with the gun, insisting that he was all right. 
Finally, he agreed to go to the house of a friend he trusted, 
Sarah Bursak. At midnight we walked with üri some four Blocks 
to Sarah's house and left him in her Charge.

ANNESIA, BUT NOT QUITE TOTAL
"I called Uri the next morning and casually inquired how 

he was. He said, 'Fine. Why do you ask in such a serious way?’

'''Well, I was concerned about what you said last night.’

"’What do you mean? What did I say?' he asked.

"’Dont you remember?' I asked in disbelief.

”’No, only that you and Ila were here and we walked over 
to Sarah’s house,* he said.

”1 realized that Uri was not depressed and that I could 
talk very frankly with. him. I then repeated very briefly what 
he had said about his secret love and the gun. He was sturmed 
by my words.

”’Do you mean I said all that? Well, I dont remember saying 
any of it. It is true about the girl, but it couldn't be true 
about the gun. I haven’t had that gun for two months; it is at 
Shipi’s -house. Please go over and ask him.'

"Now it was my turn to be stunned. 'Olcay, Uri, let's drop 
it,’ I said. ll’ll come over to see you tonight after diener.

"'Good, 1*11 be waiting for you,’ he said.

"I then talked to Ila about what Uri had said the previous 
night and what he had said this morning. We both agreed on 
every detail of what had occurred the night before. We were both 
especially sure that Uri had handed me the gun. I then drove 
over to Shipi's home and asked him if had Uri’s Rossi revolver. 
He said, 'Yes, l’ve had it here for the past two months.'

"I checked to see if Uri had borrowed it recently. The
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answer was no. Shipi then showed me ehe revolver; it was the 
same one I had handled the previous negnt.

"Ila and I went to see Uri at 8 p.n,. He was running a fever 
of 38.2°C and had the flu. In spite of the illness, he was in a 
good mood. None of us talked about ’the night of the gun'. We 
chatted about many things for the next two hours. Then Uri asked 
Ila for a coin. She gave him a five-agaroth coin« He placed this 
in a wooden matchbox and asked Ila to place her hands over it. Ila 
feit a tingle in her hands; the box was opened. The coin had van
ished.

"It was 10:30 p.m. The phone rang, and Uri picked it up. 
He said to be very excitedly, ’lt's her calling, from the Sinai!'

"I said, hUho? Who is calling?'
"He said, ’Yaffa. Talk to her!' and thrust the phone into 

my hand.
”No knowing to whom I was talking, I said, ’My name is Andrija; 

who are you? *
”A woman's voice said in broken English, 'Pleased to meet you. 

I am Yaffa. I do not speak Ergglish, only Hebrew. ’
"Just then Sarah Bursak walked into the room, and Uri said to 

her, ’lt's Yaffa on the phone from the Sinai. Talk to her!’
"So I handed Sarah the phone. She talked with great excite- 

ment and'enthusiäsm in Hebrew to the woman for about two minutes 
and then handed the phone to Uri, who talked on for several more ■ 
minutes in Hebrew.

"No one discussed the phone call when it ended; it all seemed 
so' natural. Ila and I left shortly thereafter. We drove to the 
Sharon Hotel discussing the phone call, speculating that Yaffa 
must be the secret Love.

"THIS IS NOT A GOOD JOKE"
"The next morning Uri made a casual phone call to me to say 

that he was feeling better. Equally casually, I asked him about 
the phone call from the Sinai last night and who was Yaffa.

"He stated flatly,‘There was no phone call last night!'
"I insisted that there was a phone call and repeated to him. 

in detail what Ila and I had both witnessed. Uri sounded very dis- 
tressed with me. 8Andrija, there was no phone call. You must be 
getting sick! Please call Sarah; she*11 teil you the same thing.'

"I called Sarah and repeated my story about the phone call. 
She, too, denied it, saying, ’Dr. Puharich, I like you very much, 
but I think you are very stränge. This is not a good joke.’

"I called Uri back to report on Sarah's denial and Ila's con- 
firmation of my story. He stated flatly, 'Andrija, you dreamed 
the whole thing and Ila is just going along with you. Forget 
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the whole story!”

"However, Uri called me back in an hour and said, ’I dont 
believe there was a phone call, but how did you find out that 
my secret love’s name is Yaffa?'

BUT IT IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF HIDDEN MIND CONTROL!

"These 'two days’ events numbed me. Saran and Uri exerpienced 
one sequence, and Ila and I experienced another, in the same time 
frame. I had discovered the truth about Uriks deepest secret, 
had had a gun in ray hand that feit real, and had had a phone call 
experience that is real in my mind to this day. But most of all 
I realized that the four of us had had an experience imprinted 
on our minds by what could only be the agency of IS. I finally 
learned that, given the existence of IS, I could never again know 
which of my experiences were directly imposed upon me by IS and 
which were not.

"I have never been so deeply shaken in my life as when I 
realized the full implication of this power of IS. I thought 
back to December 7 when Uri had walked toward a flashing blue 
light in an open field and had come back with my brass pen car
tridge. All this could have been. an Illusion, similar to the 
one of the past two days. Although I still have the brass pen 
cartridge, I know it could have 'appeared* in Uri’s hand, with
out lend'ing any credence to the possible presence of spacecraft. 
All I' can vouch for is my experience, which I'd already come to 
realize could have been artificially imprinted by IS. . . " 
("Uri", Doubleday, New York 1974)

Yes, Dr. Puharich’s education in occult science took a giant 
step forward with that December 1971 experience in Israel. No 
amount of rationalizing on his part, nor of any other skeptic, 
could erase or negate the reality of that shocking experience. He 
knew that other minds could override his because they had more 
power -- though they weren’t necessarily higher than his; for 
this editor believes that Puharich and Geller were dealing with 
advanced Elemental forces.

It Is not surprising that this power of mind over mind was 
dramatized in one of the most forceful of the "Star Trek" episodes 
"The Menagerie", first aired to the nation Nov. 17 & 24, 1966. It 
was written by Gene Roddenberry, creator of "Star Trek", and was 
the pilot for the series. It isn't likely that we will ever see 
a clearer representation of the efforts of Masters and Adepts to 
direct unawakened human beings along the evolutionary path laid 
down by the Creators of Star Systems, Solar Systems, and by Plan- 
etary Logoi -- as the Talosians sought to kidnap and bring in to 
their over-cerebralized -and weakened race stronger stock from a 
younger, more virile System such as ours. We know now that such 
"seeding" between planets and Systems goes on all the time. We'll 
take up Dr. Puharich’s meeting with Gene Roddenberry in the next 
Journal.
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ELF WAVES. AND EEG ENTRAIrDCIIT
A PSYCHOTRONICW■ '..F -k •

Adapted From a Tape Recording Of a 35 
MM Slide Präsentation by Bob Beck At 
The 1978 United States Psychot coiiic 
Association Conference In Atlanta, Ga. 
Part III, Continued From the May-June 
1980 Journal of Borderland Research.

Hypnotists of the world take note, the High Priests of Low 
Astral Mind Control have “graduated“ from strobe lights and 
glittering pendulums to the Magnetic H ' ■ 5 of sur-
reptitiously getting inside the subject’s or victim's -- mind. 
For, as Mr. Beck told'his Atlanta audience; "We abandoned that 
(the flashing light idea) and began using the magnetic, the H 
wave.

“We began using little boxes, about half this size, you*11 
see a picture of one in the middle. It would alter that person’s 
state of'consciousness, and I was doing this before I began to 
realize the consequences of it. After awhile l’ll teil you why 
we're not doing that any more, The little box is on the left«

“After we found that this thing could alter rnoods, the ques
tion came up: Is this hypnosis? Suggestion? Am I a magician? 
Am I doing it? So it occurred to me that I’d carry this thing 
around with me in my pocket.

”Now l’m a bachelor. I’ve been divorced for twenty-some 
years; so I eat out three meals a day. So when I go to Denny ’s 
Coffee Shop on Sunset boulevard I put this thing‘in my Docket, 
and occasionally I set it at a specific frequency that l’m not 
going to mention -- because I’ve been asked not to by the people 
who can ask other people not to do things; and pretty soon the 
waitresses would start dropping coffee into the laps of the pa- 
trons, The babies would start screaming. People within a 10 
or 12 foot radius that’s a 20 foot room would begin freak- 
ing out«

”I’d surreptitiously turn this thing to two Hertz higher in 
frequency. Hahhhhhh (a simulated sigh of relief), you could hear 
the room calm down. If you had a pocket Radio Shuck decibel meter, 
the Cocktail level effect, the volume of the conversation will 
drop, noticeably, in decibels.

”0kay. We had something here and we knew that the Soviet 
research had gone Underground. At least the papers were no longer 
being published at the same rate that they were -- !(
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"Is this the magnetic field you*re putting -- ?" interrupfeed. 
a Listener.

"The magnetic field only!" replied Mr. Beck. "Like a single 
side-band. You strip all of the E and I, you leave only the B 
and H (magnets?). We’re not going to go into that too much more 
deeply.
THE MAGNETIC "H” WAVE PENETRATES EVERYTHING

"Our own government was playing at that time -- God, I guess 
with. the multi-bilLion dollars Project Sign. Their purpose was 
to coranunicate with submarines under water, with Extreme Low 
Frequency magnetic fields. The project was kicked out of Wiscon
sin, Michigan and a few other places by people who had a certain 
nervousness about environmental disruption. They're trying to 
use power lines as antenna Systems, surreptitiously. (Short col- 
loquy with a listener who apparently lived in one of the affected 
areas.)

"Let’s look a; what they were about to do so they could teil 
the submarines this way. There is a better way of doing it. Fre
quency less than 100 Hertz. How’s that for coy? The total an
tenna length could be up to 1600 miles long, antenna line current 
150 amperes, total power required -- watch. this number -- 20 to 
30 megawatts; and shey’d need 300 to 500 acres just for the tran- 
smitter site, antenna. rights-of-way up to 4400 acres. This is 
our answer, using brüte force to cornmunicate with under water sub
marines because nothing in the world will shield the Magnetic H 
Wave, at these frequencies. Nothing. Multiple new metal cages, 
Faraday cages, lead, you name it. These magnetic waves, not the 
E or I waves but the magnetic H factor goes through anything in- 
cluding the earth itself. Like you saw in the model, in Tom 
Bearden*s slide earlier this afternoon. Nobody is safe from this 
type of radiation." (Mumbled observations from the audience.)

Safe? Humpf! If we were not all vulnerable to the Power, 
Wisdom and Love of the Logos there would be no Involution and no 
Evolution! These electronic sorcerers have apparently stumbled 
on the area of radiation or Vibration by v/hich all Life on the 
planet is kept under control. Now we have sorcerer’s apprentices 
in Washington and Noscow who want to use this new-found power for 
for their own selfish purposes, guided by gleamirig eyed monsters 
from some Astral hell beneath the nations’ capitals.

"Anyway, the caption says: "The hour is nigh. Prepare to 
meet thy doom. Any particular rush? (Laughter from the audience) 
Anyway, maybe it’s later than we think. And this one: We know 
times are bad when. every time you call Dial-A-Prayer you get a 
busy Signal. Okay? (more laughter)

"Any of you turkeys wake up about four o’clock in the mom
ing and cant get back to sleep until sunup, then sleep ’til noon? 
Let’s see it. Let’s see hands for four o^clock in the moming.
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Okay« You know why? We’ve been nie very strong Russian
transmissions. There is a particular anoioaLy that’s the same as 
the Dawn Chorus -- if you’re familiär with atmospheric propaga- 
tion research. It makes you particularly vulnerable at that time, 
and, if you notice on this top curve this 8 cycle per second, the 
thing on which we want to latch if we*re pure, spiritual and psy
chic -- whatever that means. Four o’clock in the morning the bot- 
tom drops out and whatever is left is gor-na get ya baby!

THE PHASE-ARRAY ANTENNAS OF THE RUSSIANS
“I wont embarrass a couple of our guests here by asking them 

where this thing really is, but the first estimate of the Soviet 
transmitters that were causing the problems were at Riga and Gotnel. 
Kathleen Joyce donated her drill to the project and we drilled two 
little holes and put those two little tacks in it (a globe of the 
earth?); so you have a historical little item there.

"If you draw a Great Cir se phase-array
antennas, that Tom* Bearden described so brilliantly -- by the 
way, Tom, I never want to follow you again. That was one of the 
best papers I have ever heard in my life! How about it. (Applause 
from the audience)"

”1 dont know," replies Tom Bearden. "You8re knocking me out!"
"If you draw the Great Circle route, you are in the areas 

around Timmins, Canada. Now there may have been some tremendous 
disturbances up there about a year ago that were traceable to this 
particular problem.

"Anyway, when Dr. Andrija Puharich was out here (in Califor
nia) and Kathleen Joyce and I hosted him, we showed him the ap
paratus. This is probably the first he had heard of the psycho- 
physiological effects of the ELF fields; and I recall on your 
living room floor, Kathleen, where he flexed his muscle near the 
coil, saw the spike readout on this little oscilloscope, and 
realized that we finally had a detector in human captivity that 
could see micro-gauss levels» In other words his EMG, the few 
micro-volts of potential, firing through the nerve Impulses, 
through.the conductive layers-of his skin, was creating enough 
of a magnetic field to read out on this thing.

"He got very excited; so we began showing him some of my 
research dating back for about the last eight years; and he de- 
cided that this was important enough to take back to the United 
Nations; so he contacted the chap who really runs the government. 
This man has survived about the last five administrations. He 
must remain nameless because he is in a very low-profile position. 
I can assure you he is no one that you have ever heard about or 
read about in the newspapers. I see we are getting a couple of 
smiles back here. He's just a normal bird watcher«

"They sent me an airline ticket and invited me to come back 
to the United Nations and -- it isn’t that I really needed a
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haircut; but the weather was so bad that weekend, the winds were 
blowing about 30 miles an hour; and it snowed six times in one 
day* The next day it was so hot that we daran near -- l Anyway, 
we thought that weather Manipulation was happening., It was most 
unusual for weather.

1MU PUHARICH1S SOPHISTICATED FARADAY CAGE
"Dr. Puharich and I were supposed to have about an hour. It 

ran into a two-and-half-hour briefing. Kurt Waldheim (Secretary 
General of the United Nations) was out cf the country at the time; 
so our host and cha.p that we informed was the number two man in 
the United Nations,- Rudi himself.

"Now, the experiments which caused all of the excitement.
Any of you guys ever been in'Ossining, New York and seen this Fara
day Cage? (The home of Dr. Puharich, 87 Hawking Avenue, about 40 
miles north of New York City) It’s probably the most sophisticated 
cage yeah -- okay -- in captivity. It has three layers of 
copper and three layers of soft iron. In other words this is H 
Wave shielding, and copper shielding for the E Wave Faraday Cage. 
The thing probably has as much attenuation as the one at MIT 
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) the triple new metal cage." 

"What is between those layers?" asked a listener.
"Uh, air," replied Mr. Beck.
"Do you realize you have a light (?) accumulator?"
"Yup. Okay, what we did here, we took this little box.

Let’s break it out here. This box has been disarmed. It is only 
mildly psycho-active; and we did this at the request of the people 
who teil you to do things, -for daran good reasons. (Sounds of 
equipment being manipulated) This is the one. We placed it out
side the Faraday Cage. We sealed it up. Incidentally, the pickup, 
the magnetic pickup coil is over here in this plastic garbage can 
filled with sand, to act as a microseismic darnper -- so that we 
waren’t seeing quite -as much Vibration.

"We worked with several subjects -- dont anybody take pic
tures of this today, please -- and this little box was run by 
one of Dr. Puharich’s secretaries, outside. She was told to turn 
the dial a little bit. Turn it on. Dont teil us what's Happen
ing. Tum it off. Turn the dial to another number. Turn it on. 
Turn it off. Total double blind. No one inside the Cage 'knew 
what was going to happen or when it was going to happen.

"The subject’s brain waves were going to one channel on a 
chart recorder, with zero cross-talk. The other chart, with a 
tape recorder, was going to a magnetic pickup; so we couid coni- 
pare the brain waves of the subjects with'what was happening mag- 
netically inside of this absolutely airtight, secure environment. . 
The chart was reading -- the one at the top and bottom were 180° 
changes of the magnetic pickup. The center portion of that chart 
was the human subject’s brain waves.
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THERE AINT NO HIDING PLACE DOWN HERE
"Now, if you’re ready for this I dont know; but over the 

ränge of 6 Hertz to 14 Hertz, with so there was 100%
entrainment, of frequency and phase. Get that.”

"They locked on," -d a listener.
"They locked on

Robert C. Beck— 
Behavioral Control Through 

Brain Entrainment

total! A little box the size of a package 
of cigarettes, when it uses the neural (?) 
frequency principle can entrain the brain 
wai •< 0 , .t inside a totally shielded
room. without his knowledge, consent, etc. 
That’s what this is all about.”

And now Dr. Puharich had an inkling of 
the mechanical basis for the "entrainment” 
he, Ila Ziebell, Sarah Bursak and Uri en- 
joyed? suffered? in Geller's apartment in 
Tel Aviv in December 1971. Do advanced 
Elementals on the Lower Astral plane also 
have their Little Black Boxes as they carry 
on their work for the false Gods of mankind?

"What we’re saying here by entrainment,” continues Mr. Beck. 
”If you look at the shape of this wave, they all fall on the same 
time rate. Starting from a half a second to four seconds, after 
the box goes on, the brain waves, the neurons, are being totally 
driven by this little magnetic oscillator. (Mumbled Observation 
or query from a listener.) I cant answer that. (Another mumbled 
question.) It is down below 25 Nano Teslas at the source. A 
Nano is one billionth of one Tesla. A Tesla is 10 to the fourth 
galaxy.

"Okay. When we hit a particular magic number frequency, 
that’s what happens. Anybody seen a petit mal attack on the screen 
lately? (On to the next slide)

"PRIOR TO THE TOTAL NEWS BLACKOUT"
"Back in March, the 26th and 27th of this year (1978) a chap 

named Mike Kelly, who is a Journalist for the Eugene, Oregon 'Re
gister Guard’, decided to take his life in his hands and write 
about some of the things that had been happening up here. I have 
copies of these and many, many other articles that appeared in the 
public press prior to the time of the total news blackout.

"There were a. few articles for a. few days, Associated Press, 
In the Los Angeles 'Times’, the Santa Monica 'Outlook’, the Santa 
Ana 'Register’. I have copies of everything that appeared, the 
San Francisco ’Chronicle’. A day after this there were the de- 
nials, by the FCC, the Environmental Protection Agency, etc. To
tally predictable, right? And I have a tape here of sarae of the 
Signals that have been recorded. (Continued in the next Journal)
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"THE FORMUiA7) It AN MKRICAN, NOI y (\Uj(, SEGRET 

By Alexander Walker and Ed Shilling
With CQC By The Editor

The Sunday, April 20th edition of the -yyie.; "Times" 
had an interes* i ig :nd well written review of a new motion pic
ture, ”The Formula", by British Journalist Alexander Walker, it had just finished filming at the Wall in Berlin, and Walker 
interviewed the American writer-producer, Steve Shagan, there 
äbout the story line of "The Formula":

"Shagan, who authored the novel on which it is based, set 
•out with more in mind than & thriller of a fami'Jar international 
hit-and-run kind. ‘The fiction,’ he says, 1is there because it 
grabs attention and also lets you speculate more freely about the 
documented fact that underpins it.’ The ’fact’ in this case con- 
cerns the process, actually pioneered and perfected in wartime 
Germany, for making synthetic fuel from coal. The Germans had it 
in their possession at the end of the war (World War II); then 
it mysteriously disappeared. To this day it remains hidden in 
spite of, or maybe because of, today’s energy crisis.

"Shagan, the Brooklyn-bom son of a pharmacist, an ex-pub- 
licist, TV-series creator, twice an Academy Award nominee for the 
Scripts of * Save the Tiger’ and ’Voyage of the Damned’, tumbled 
on this mystery when researching the latter film in Berlin four 
years ago at the U.S. Mission’s Documentation Center.

"’I discovered that although Germany had no natural oil re- 
sources, and the Allied bombing of the oilfields of her satel
lites was a round-the-clock affair by 1944, Hitler*s war machine 
remained self-sufficient thanks to synthetic fuel. The key was 
a secret formula. One year later,' the Allies occupied Germany' -- 
but no one ever found that formula. It had been lost -- or sup- 
pressed. ’

"It is not betraying the film’s own formula to report Shagan’s 
suspicion that the villain was Big Business, the very biggest kind 
of Big Business that knows no allegiance except to its own sur- 
vival. Not the Mafia of the underworld, but the supranational 
god-fathers of the ’overworld'

"‘Money, not morality, is the principal coranerce of civilized 
nations.’ This dictum of (surprisingly) Thomas Jefferson served 
as Shagan*s epigraph for his novel. (Why be surprised about that, 
Walker? Jefferson learned that bitter fact of life while American 
minister of commerce to France from 1784 to 1789, along with Ben
jamin Franklin and John Adams. He travelled extensively in Europe 
and saw at first hand the corrupt and suppressive Big Business
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of the aristocracy and the Church. There was no 3111 of Rights in 
France, no legal machinery for ledress of Grievances, no way out 
but Civil Disobedieucej so the French chopped off the heads of the 
aristocrats, outlawed the Jesuits and threw the Bishops and Car
dinals into the Seine« The leaders were taught the hard way that 
power comes from the people, a lessoii still to be learned by the 
Oil Moguls«) The son epigraph is now engraved on a paper- 
w-eight the dlmensions of a gold brick, 'resting on the desk of 
Adam Steif fei, the t grate tycoon played by Marlon Brando.

»ICING THE AMERICAN B1EAH
. Something of the soil from which he has wrested his 

mineral wealth has stuck to his dress, habits and speech; but his 
brain has the bite of an oil -drill. When accused by Scott (actor 
George C. Scott, playing the part of Barney Caine, an ex-CIA man) 
©f being not in the oil business but in the oil-shortage business, 
he snaps back, ‘Yon mustn't think of us as evil. rapacious little 
tuen, clinging desporately to our nuinbered Swiss bank accounts. 
The sole function of any international oil cartel is to ensure 
political harmony«. Power has the Obligation to lead. . . If you 
nail me, you nail the American Dream.1 '

One of the ousstanding achievers of the American Dream was 
the industrial tycoon, Henry Ford I; and as we leam from Asso
ciate Ed Shilling, the so-called German secret of making gasoline 
from coal was comon knowledge in Detroit 50 years ago!

GASOLINE FROM COAL, THE AMERICAN ' FORMULA"
“Today in So ith Africa gasoline is being produced from coal 

by the South Africi Coal, Oil and Gas Corp. known as SASOL. The 
plan is to produce fuel to meet 3C% to 40% of its needs. The 
country has been in the process of producing gasoline from coal 
for the past 25 years. There is no oil in South Ifrica.

"The present process in production and costs is secret but 
the Information for the process is a refinement of German tech- 
nology which was used by the Germans in World War II. Where 
did the-Germans get their knowledge? Simple! The well known 
American Faselst i.i Detroit, Michigan in the 1930s, Henry Ford' I.

"Old Henry in his hey day of producing everything used in 
the Ford automobila, made his own Steel from ore from iron mines 
in Michigan’s upper peninsula. He fired his blast furnaces with 
coal. In the process of burning coal, if steam and oxygen are 
pumped through the coal, a gaseous mixture of carbon molecules, 
hydrogen and methale is produced* This gas is cleaned of tars, 
particulates, sulf ar compounds and the carbon dioxide is removed. 
The gas is further processed through iron oxide (rüst). The re
sult is fuel gas (nethane), gasoline and jet fuel (kerosene), 
and fuel oil.

"Old Henry, in the days of the Model T and Model k, had gas
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pumgi *. * $ ‘ . at most of the gas-, stations in the city of
Detio?-. ‘ d £j'; as Ford Benzol for 15p per gallon. After 
great pressure from the oil Companies in the 1930s Henry finally 
had the pumps removed and discontinued the sale of gasolsne from 
coal.” . ■

But only ' a United i t , Ed; for at that time Henry 
1 od ^as financl- - i * rise to power in Germany;. so that 
must have been when the gasoline»from-coal process was transfer
red across the Atlantic to the Third Reich. Imagine how much gaso
line could be produced in the United States today if all of the 
coal-fired power plantsoin this nation.had the Ford process in 
hoe and were producixig gasoline as a byproduct of generating 

< '‘-cnh’,' wer!

“American oil industry sources estimate that oil could not 
be produced from coal in the USA for less than. $27 a barrel. The 
r twated gasoline price at the pumps would be between $1.04 to 
$1.47. There is no energy shortage in the USA. We have millions 
of tons of coal in the ground waiting for some action to be free 
of the Oil Moguls in J f.lamic nations and of American politicians.“

THE UNHALLOWED MARRIAGE OF DETROIT AND DALLAS-HOUSTON
Has ended up in desertion! Two headline stories in the Los 

Angeles “Times” for April 24, 1980 teil the storyi 
“Exxon Profits Soar Highest Ever For Any U.S. Company“ 
“Md-April Auto - < 5 Li : T1 ' 's : -offs Increase“

For 50 years Detroit continued to produce gas-guzzling auto
mobiles for the benefit of the oil industry, while buying up and 
shelving or destroying thousands of gasoline-saving inventions 
created and proven by ingenious Americans and foreigners, and 
look at the thanks Detroit gets!

“Exxon Corp., the world’s langest oil Company broke the re
cord for the biggest quarterly profits ever made by a U.S. Cor
poration by earning $1.9 billion during the first three months 
of 1980p an increase of nearly 102% over the same period last 
year.” That would be more than enough to bail out the floun- 
dering Chrysler Co poration which is asking our repräsentatives 
in Congress to lew it $1.5 billion to keep going. Obviously 
the oil moguls fee.. no Obligation to help the moguls of the 
auto industry. There1s no honor among thieves, here or on the 
Lower Astral Plane where Walter Chrysler and Henry Ford, Sr. 
still guard and guide their physical plane empires. Relations 
between them and John D. Rockefeller, Sr., and J.P. Morgan, Sr. 
must be pretty frosty these days--- not that there was ever any 
love lost between them anyway.

The “Times“ article says that the great brokerage house of 
“Merrill Lynch estiinates that Exxon.Ls profits were boosted by
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$250 million because jof its partnership in the Arabian American 
Oil Co. Aramco, als^ owned by Texaco, Standard 0x1 of California, 
and Mobil Corp. rr' » ins iwu-t cf Saudi Arabia’s 9.5 million barrels 
a day of crude oil. . . ”

"ARAMCO P1ESSES AHEAD TO DEVELOP SAUDI OIL RESOURCES1*
This headline story in the business section of the April 30th 

LA "Times** teils a depressing story: "Ararnco continues to explore 
for oil. It has, in.fact, discovered so many fields that Saudi 
Arabia has the wo ■ g- (. <-t 'ude reserves. More new oil was 
discovered last year than was taken from the ground. In addition 
Aramco is engaged in two other gargantuan projects. It is super- 
vising the bvH’c ngof C.Ai H c harness the enormous quan- 
tities of natural gas. . . And it is in Charge of building elec
trical geuerating plants that will supply power for all o.f Saudi 
Arabia east of the Capital of Riyadh. 1 "

Which teils us that the Oil Majors and the huge banking and 
brökerage houses of Wall Street continue to invesc billions in 
the recovery and exploitation of foreign oil;-and there is no In
tention of developing additional sources of domestic oil or of 
alternate sources sf energy to reduce our dependeice on foreign oil! 
Could this be callad a. criminal conspiracy between the leaders of 
the Oil Majors and the Sheikhs of Arabia? Against the people of 
the United States? If so, radical Solutions to the problem, such 
as the nitrogen turbine-powered car described on oages 28,29 and 
30 of the March-April Journal will never be allowsd to get on the 
market -- unless the economic stranglehold of these business buc- 
caneers is broken -- and unless we can elect pollticians whose 
first loyalty is t > the people who vote them into office, and 
prove their loyaltv by releasing such secrets as ’The Formula" 
for the public benafit.

THE EVIL OF EXPLOITINO LIFE’S NECESSITIES
The Master D.R. makes these observations relative tc today’s 

energy crisis in the world. We quote from the Alice Bailey book, 
”Esoteric Healing (1953), written at the time Aramco was being 
forrried: • "Confound not evil with the activities of the gangster 
or the criminal. Oriminals and gangsters are the result of einer- 
ging massed imperfactions; they are the victims of ignorance, 
mishandling when children and misunderstanding down the ages of 
right human relations; the Law of Rebirth will eventually lead 
them on the. way to good.”

What? Deke? Do you mean to say or imply that the business 
buccaneers, the coaglomerate tycoons are soulless human monsters 
so steeped in evil that, in despair, their Higher Selves have se- 
parated from their Lower Selves, their personalitles? Are they 
’beyond hope of redenrptiou" as Blawatsky put it? She also wrote, 
"We elbow soul-less men and women at every step of life," and 
this is true of high places as well as low.
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■"There is no Higher Self to reincamate when death arrives,“ 
writes Blavatsky» * I{. w-w- f v-d years before, leaving only the 
lower mind and animal soul, the desire body and the Etheric Double, 
an independent entity. . . Such men and women are thoroughly 
wicked and -depraved. They are highly intellectual and acutely 
spiritual for evil. » . " (Quoted from BSRF 24-M, “Psychic Self- 
Defense, Part III, The .Dweller on the Threshold“ $3.50.)

THE! SIN, BUT NOT TH1OUGH IGiOMCE
"Those men are truly 'evil who seek to force a return to the 

bad old ways,” says D.K. "who endeavour to keep their fellowmen 
In slavery of some kind or another, who block the expression of 
one or all of the Four Freedoms, who gain material riches at the 
expense of the exploited, or who seek to hold for themselves and 
for gain the produce ©f the earth, and th-.> ■ • < ,he cost of life’s 
necesefties prohibitive to those not richly endowed.

“Those who thus work, think and plan are to bei found in every 
nation, and are usually of prominence because of their riches and 
influence; however, they sin against the Light and not through 
vrr.-oran.ee; their goals are material and n ' They are
relatively few compared to the coui i ‘ . < ers of men, but are 
exceedingly powerful; they are highly intelligent but unscrupu- 
Ions, and it is through them that the Forces of Evil work, Hold
ing back progress, promoting poverty, breeding hatred and dass 
distinetions, fostering racial differentes for their own ends, 
and keeping ignorance in power.

“Their sin. is great and it is hard for them to change, be
cause power and the will-to-power (as it militates against the 
will-to-good) is a dominarit all-controlling factor in their lives; 
these men are today (1953) working against the unity of the United 
Nations, through their greed, their determination to own the re- 
sources of the earth (such as oil, mineral wealth and food) and 
thus keep the people weak and with inadequate food. These men, 
who are. found in every nation, thoroughly understand each other 
and are working together in great combines to exploit the riches 
of the earth at the exper o -: bre Ity." (“Esoteric Healing, Tre-v 
tise on-.the Seven Rays, Vol. I¥", by Alice .4. Bailey, Lucis Trust, 
866 United.Nations Plaza, Suite 566-7, New York, NY 10017)

If you are reluctant to. accept the word of the Master re- 
g. i ig the squalid morals of' the captains of iiidiistry and fin- 
ance, perhaps you’11 find the testimony of “The Happy Hooker“, 
Xaviera Hollander, more convincing. Here’s a reference to some 
of the more affluent clients of her fancy whorehouse in the 1960s 
in New York City; “I’ve got a friend at the Chase Manhattan, 
the First National City, the Franklin National, the Marine Mid
land, the Dime, the Greenwich, the Bowery, Mauufactiirers Hanover, 
Bankers Trust, the N~ » ’ > 1: for Savings, the Bank of America,
the sank of Israel, the Bank of Tokyo, and just about every other 
bank major or minor, operating in this country. In other words,
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bankers are among my very best custo- . . There is only one 
»i that outranks bankers as dedicated clients, and 

that is the Stockbrokers. Th ich a horny hmch of brothel-
creepers . that. I would percent of my business1 is
directly tied to the market trends.

And the market trehds are directly tied to variations in 
intensity of radiation from the Sun. Refer back to the "Solar 
Radiation and Stock Prices" chart on page 4 of the Jan-Feb Jour
nal» Of course our Creative Energies, some of which come out as 
Sex, are a manif©Station of the Output of the Solar Logos.

”In order to keep ray business lively and grcwing I have had 
to adopt that very American System of credit," writes Madam Hol
lander, born in Indonesia of Dutch parents. "For instance, one 
of the biggest stock-brokerage houses on Wall Street has a credit 
rating with nie of up to two thousand dollars. They send their 
best out-of-town executives and customers up to ne, and once a 
week the ' > ^sident puts the cash owed me in an envelope and 
sends it to me with a messenger from the firm. . f

EUNUCHS FROM BIRTH
"As long as there are grown men with adolescent originated 

emotional hangups that bubble to the surface as their sex drive, 
there will always be the ’freak’. A freak is basically anyone 
who needs fantasy, degradation, or punishment in order to achieve 
his Interpretation of erotic gratification. . Freaks are not, as
many people suppose, faceless little misfits slinking around Cor
ners. . . Some of America’s wealthiest and most respected citizens 
have been beaten, chastised, Lnsulted, dressed up like girls, 
chained like dogs and even ordered to bark in my house, and have 
paid big money for the privilege. . . " (Our reference copy of 
‘The Happy Hooker". a Dell paperback, is from the 18th printing, 
1973. at $1.50 a cipy.)

One of the most fainous, or infamous, "freaks" of modern times 
was Adolf Hitler, physically incapable of having normal sexual re- 
lations« The choice. of being a sexual cripple was made before birth. 
All of the Creative Energies are thus conserved for release or ex- 
pression at other levels of consciousness, especially through the 
higher sexual center* the throat. This helped to give Hitler1s 
speech the enormous hypnotic power which turned whole stadia of 
German people into roaring fanatics» Physical examination of many 
of America1s wealthiest and most powerful, as indicated above in f 
Xaviera’s experience, would reveal also that they are sexual crip- 
ples, and for the same reason, to conserve the life force and 
£ x.r it into the dream or ideal of unliraited wealth and power, 

s bringing the dream into manifestation on the physical plane.
lut also, their only sexual pleasure must be perverted, freaky; 
and, as Dion Fortune observes in her extensive writings on occult 
Science: "Wherever there is black niagick, there is aberrated sex." 
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li'ps, Quotes S Comme-nts
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FROM THEIR THROATS ISSUES A POISONOUS Pk'./;T
Who or what are the demonic for

ces, human and non-human, who control 
MIRO, the leaders of the Military- 
Industrial-Religious Oligarchy that 
runs the country ata profit? One an
swer is given in the little book, "The 
Vision of the Nazarene", written in- 
spirationally by the English canposer 
and occultist, Cyril Scott, and pub
lished by E.P. Dutton & Co», New York 
1933. From the chapter titled "Of 
the Workings of Mine Adversaries" we 
read:

"A long way back into the Past 
must thou travel with me, 0 My Be~ 
loved, if thou wouldst behold the se
cret workings of My foes, and behind 
the Great Veil must thou look.

"As there are,currents pertaining THE NAZARENE, aiso known to 
to air in the physical welkin, so are students as Jehoshua 
there electric currents pertaining to Thought 'in the spiritual wel
kin; and the Initiates of the Arcane Wisdom have the power to con
trol these currents and make them subservient to beneficent ends.
(Read again the experience of Dr. Puharich on pages 8 and 9.)

"In bygone days when my convert, Saul of Tarsus, walked among 
men and spread the truths of My Gospel, did he utilize some of 
these thought-currents to quicken the minds of the peoples of 
the West. Tsaul is now a Bx*other of the Great White Lodge. known 
as the Master Hilarion, one who is concerned greatly with the de- 
velopment of Science.)

"But in later days My foes, in their lust for Power, gained 
ascendancy over those currents, perverting them to serve evil ends 
instead of good. Master-minds had those My enemies, and mightily 
trained in the art® of thought-control and self-discipline were 
they; and mighty were they also in arcane lore, knowing that the 
forces which had once been apportioned to the cause of Christendom 
could not be chainedynor destroyed.

"Yea, because the energies of the peoples of the West were 
given over to the gratification of animal desires and the doing 
of deeds rather than to inward-turning and the training of the 
mind, so did they become an easy prey for Mine adversaries and 
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their secret manipulations.

DEFENCELESS ARE THE UNAWAKENED
"For he (or she) who has not disciplined his own mind has 

formed, as it were, no shield to u. . . j» attacks of other 
minds; nay he wists not even that he is being attacked! Defence- 
less are the etheric centres in his subtler body; for of their 
very existence he is unaware, as of the powers whereby they 
may be controlled.

"And of this ignorance did Mine er.emi.es have knowledge, 
taking advantage thereof. Thus were the thoughts and volitions 
and emotions of men as clay in their hands, to be moulded in 
whatsoever way they willed (including aberrated sex to obtain 
released Creative energy to ensoul thoughtforms of power and 
corruption, thus are unawakened humans enslaved to their passions).

"Magicians were they, skilled in the arts of hypnotism and 
Suggestion and the casting of spelis over the unsuspecting."

One of the most informative pieces of literature. on this 
subject is the Elizabethan drama, "Dr. Faustus". 400 years ago
the young London playwrite. Francis "Christopher Marlowe" Bacon 
tackled the subject of Obsession and possesion with his usual 
zeal and the famous character who sold his soul to the Devil was 
the result. "Dr. Faustus" has instructed hundreds of students of 
occult science ever since in 'the tragedy of dealing with any 
Mephistoph.ilis of the Lower Astral plane. Xavier Hollander' s 
experiences of catering to the degraded cravings of'the wealthy 
and powerful in New York is only an echo of what Bacon saw and 
recorded as fiction in London of the 1580s and 90s. Consider 
this brief portion from Act 4, Scene 1, between the two clowns, 
Robin and Dick.

"ONLY FOR THE PLEASURE 0F THESE DAMNED SLAVES"
Robin evokes Demogorgon, Belcher and Mephistophilis. To 

their surprise and delight, the latter appears. A boy with them 
rushes off the stage in fright.
Meph: You princely legions of infernal rule,

How am I vexed by these villains charms!
From Constantinople have they brought me now
Only for pleasure of these damned slaves.

Robin: By lady, sir, you have had a shrewd journey of it.
Will it please you to take a shoulder of mutton to supper? 
And a bester in your purse to go back again?

Dick: Ay, I pray you heartily, sir.
For we called you but in jest, I promise you.

Meph; To purge the rashness of this cursed deed, (Turns to Dick) 
First be thou turned to this ugly shape.
For apish deeds transformed to an ape. (Dick acts like a 

monkey)
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Robin: A brave! An ape! I pray, sir, me have the carry- 
ing of him about to show some tricks.

Meph: And so thou shalt. Be thou > med to a dog, ' 'Tis
to Robin, wh ■ 'y- m on all fot . 1' o • .-.-p )

him upon thy back. Away, be gone!
Ruo.r. n < ‘ That* s excellent. Let the maids look t 1 • ■ -- > heir 

into the kltchen presently. Come 
Dick, come. (Exit the two clowns with Dick on I 
back.) .(Fron of Christopher Marlowe, edited by

Leo Kirschbaum,” World Publishing Co., New York,

”MEFISTOFELE”, the opera by Hector Boito, revived by the San Diego 
Opera Company in May 1980. Robert Haie the Dark Brother, a
human devil, left; and Enrico di Giuseppe is his slave, Dr. Faust.

When Xavier Hollander watched her wealthy and powerful clients 
going through such degrading behavior she could not know of the Dark 
Brothers ng and directing the kinky sexual antics of their
physical plane agents, nor that the unpolarized sexual energy so 
released was used to keep those agents enslaved to their greed for 
money and power. But Francis Bacon knew it; and for a teacher he 
had one of the foremost occult scientlsts of that day in Europe, 
Dr. John Dee. Now back to Jehoshua, teacher of angels and of men.

THE INSIDK XS OF THE BLACK ROBED BROTHERS
"And not only religious communities and the members of re

ligious cowmunities did they seek to control, but over states- 
men and' men of leaming and men of science did they cast their 
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insidisus spells. And sometimes they worked alone, but oftentimes 
they worked in a body, assailing their victims from afar with 
the cpncentrated force of their attack.

"Untiring were they in: their will to break down resistance and 
Iure the steadfast from the hone . of Truth. And
when they were impotent to achieve their desires, like revengeful 
chlldren they resorted to tricks and devices and pettinesses, 
calculated to harass and annoy. Arid lo, that they did in days of 
yore, their descendants in iniquity Centime to do now; for Mine 
enemies are not dead.

"Chaste are they -- ay, irreproachable - after the notions 
of men; yet even their.chaskity they wield as a force for the 
making of others un.cha.ste. (Wherever there is black magick there 
is aberrated sex!) Into mind-force do they transform the sex-force 
but unto what end? For the strengthening of the moral weaknesses 
of their victims, and for the weakening of their moral strength.

'‘Look, 0 My son, behind the Veil, and behold them in all 
their moral nalcedness. Though. their gartnents bear the insignia 
of the Religion of Christ, from their’throats doth issue a poi- 
sönous breath. As the holy men and ascetics of yore breathed on 
the sick to render them whole, do these My foes breathe on the 
sick to render them more sick!

"Lovers of the One Religion and the One Truth do they pro- 
claim themselves,.. yet when others preach the One Truth in a 
slightly different guise, then behold them seated in a body pro- 
jecting their thought-missiles of destruction. Leaders do they 
attack, founders of new connnuriities with ideals of greater toler- 
ance and a greater spirit of brotherhood.

”Yea, and even if those communities offen up their love and 
their service to Me with the chants and ceremonial magic of 
Christendom, even so do they work to accomplish their downfall 
by bringing them into obloquy. Indeed, the very similitude of 
that magic maketh easier their task, for the laws of Magic are 
ever based on the rapport set up between like and like.

"With powerful words have they denounced Magic, terming it 
Sorcery and the Black Art and verily it is, when used for evil 
ends. Yet are they more culpable than sorcerers; for the sorcerers 
practised Sorcery in the name of the Devil; but Mine enemies 
practise Sorcery in the name of God.

"Pity them, 0 My Beloved, as I pity them; for many of them 
know not what they do; and because God is not rnocked, their day 
of reckoning is not far hence.” ("The Vision of the Nazarene” 
by the author of ”The Initiate5’, Duttor», New York, 1933)

DO YOU VIBRATE TO LOVE? 01 TO HATE?
The technical difference between the Brother of Light and 

the Dark Brother of tlie Shadow -- whose God is the false Christ,
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In,our study of the preceding Sephiroth (the Supernal Trinity or 
trxangle of Kether, Chokmah and Binah) we were foxmulating meta- 
physical concepts. These concepts, although remote from iiaaediate 
application to the life of form, are exceedingly important, for 
unless they are at the Basis of our understanding of esoteric 
Science, we shall fall into Superstition and use magic as raagi- 
cians, not as adepts; in other words, we shall bs unable to 
transcend the bondage of the planes of form and will be hallucin- 
ated and fall under the dominatior evoked by the
aagical Imagination, instead of using them as heads on the abacus 
of our calculations, which is as if the engineer used the slide- 
rule as a foot-rule.

THE SPHERE OF THE CRÜCIFIXION
’*Chesed, then, ects into Hod through the Christ-centre 

of Tiphareth, just as Geburah reflects through Netzach. This 
teaches us 'a great deal, for it indicates that for consciousness 
to rise from form to forpe, and for force to descend to form, it 
must pass through tl of Equilibrium and Redemption, to
which are assigned the nvbu • aa ■ ‘ & Cru> • j. <ion.

"It is to the Sphere of Chesed that the exalted conscious
ness of the adept rises In his occult meditations; it is here 
that he receives th« as which he works out on the
planes of form. It is ' e that he ; the Masters as spiri
tual influences contacted telepathically, without any interming- 
ling of personality. Thiy is the true, and the highest, mode of 
contact with the Masters, contact with them as mind to mind in 
their own sphere of consciousness.

"When the Masters are seen clairvoyantly as robed beings, 
the colours of whose robes in sir ray, they are- being
perceived reflected into the sphere of Yesod, which is the king- 
dorn of phantoms and halluciixations. We are treading on precar- 
ious ground when we have to the rneet the Masters here. It is 
here that the anthroppmorph|c form is given to the spiritual 
Inspiration which so misleads those psychics who cannot rise to 
Chesed. It is thus that the announcement of a spiritual Im
pulse flowing out upon the world gets interpreted as the coming 
of a World Teacher. . . "

And it is here in Yesod, the sphere of the Moon, that the 
Lunar Pitris, the Moon Gods, get control of the mass of mankind 
governed by their below-the-beit passions. When the Tree is used 
to represent the microcosm, man or woman, the Moon center is the 
sexual center of the body. The Dark Brother lifts that Creative 
energy to his throat center to enipower the "poisonous breath” by 
which he hypnotizes and Controls others. The White Brother lifts 
the energy to his heart center to empower his ideal of seifless 
Service to others. The one a Mephistofeles, the other a Saint 
or a Sage. There are two ways to go, as illustrated in Tarot 
Trump No. 6, "The Lovers”. Once the awakening has come, the 
choice must be made.
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THAT SUPER-SECRET AIR FORCE • GASET TRAINING

Earlier this year we hadan inquiryabout the Hendershot Free 
Energy device described and drawn up by Ed Skilling. The Lady said 
she had been a secretary at the U.S. Air Force Academy north of 
G©lorado•Springs. In reply I asked her if she knew anything about 
the hypnotic programming of the cadets as described by the late 
Stan Deyo in his book, "The Cosmic Conspiracy”? Her reply;

”When you said you were curious about the brain washing of 
the cadets and what I learned -- virtually nothing. It was a very 
well kept secret and, of course, the cadet ciorais were strictly off- 
limits for us. I remember one time we got lost trying' to locate 
the offlcial lunch room and got into the cadet area by mistake. 
You would -have thought we were going to set off the atomic bomb! 
We were escorted out of therd so promptly we wondered why? Now I 
know! I We were not to learn anything of their traing.

”Never, in all the time I worked there were we ever allowed 
to even speak to a cadet. I remember asking officers about UFOs 
and learned less than nothing. I was impressed by the brilliance 
of the military personnel there and we did connnite to and from work 
with some of the Majors. I worked for some Colonels and they ac
tually let us secretaries handle their paper work and letter writing. 
I was not aware of any hypnosis or anything like that. My own fa
cher was a hypnotist; and any discussion like that would have been 
of great- interest to me, since my father had a degree in both hyp
nosis-'and psychology. ■ These were my beginning teachings. Dad 
never used it to control anyone, however, only to help and heal.”

i Ms. V.D.C., Denver, Colorado

The poiion-breath specialists from Rome are famous for their 
brilliance, poo, not wisdom but intellect. An Air Force enlisted 
man told your editor that the Colonel of his outfit was an expert 
hypnotist and wasn’t above practicing it occasionally on men of 
his command. He observed that this particular ability was a neces
sary qualification for achieving high rank in his brauch of the 
service.

ANYONE FOR GRAVITY CONTROL?

”1 have built an ELF wave generating device and in trying it 
out some of my friends have feit the field iramediately. Our first 
model has too much inductance between parts to be truly effective, 
however. It would be great if you would put a reference to our 
Flying Saucer Motor project in the CQC section of the Journal, 
as we want to get in touch with other Gravitics researchers. And 
thank you for the warning of the government not being friendly to 
such research. I have read about such Emotional Plague behavior 
in Dr. Wilhelm Reich ’s works.”

B.F., Flying Saucer Project
PO Box 189
Berkeley, California 94709
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THAT PBANIC RECIICULATION DEVICE
”1 Wish to order from you one piece of RECIR- 

CULATION PRANA IN A BODY device as stated in my 
drawing, Therefore, irhase send me this device to 
the address: Klickovic, Jug Bogdanova 24,
11000 Beograd, Yugoslavia. You are also kindly ad- 
vised to inform me about ^ay of payment of 
your consignment. Thanking you very much in advance, 
Yours faithfully.”

D.K., Beograd, Yugoslavia

Glad to have your order for a set of Eeman 
Screens, George, and on receipt of an' International 
Money Order or check w York bank for
$10.50 American, pair. The illus
trated Eeman Screen brochure is $2.75« Power can

be added to the Eeman circuits by Y - ’ u .a.shoe magnet 
in one hand and a piece of carbon rod in the other, along with the 
brass tube hancil.es at the ends of the wire Connections.

THOSE OUTSTAN'DING RITES OF REJUVENATION
“Please send me two (2) copies of *The Five Rites of Rejuven

ation*. I enclose $5.00. My copies are for friends. I have been 
doing the Five Rites, each 21 times. for over eight months now, 
and am in super shape. They are outstanding! “

RADM E.M.W. (Ret), Santa Rosa, Cal.

POWERFUL REACTION TO VITIC
“I was introduced to the carbon rod and ceramic magnet two 

years ago. I have gotten excellent results with it. One problem, 
my feet and shins become very hot and tingle. It seems as if it’s 
working its way up by body. At first it made me very sick and put 
me in the hospital for eight days. I wasn’t about to teil the doc
tor what was wrong. .What I had done was use the south pole on 
the left hand and carbon rod in the right, for an hour a day. 
After being discharged from the hospital I cut the time to 30 
minutes. a day. If you have any ideas as to why this is happening, 
I wish you would 1 nie. “

W.H.W.II, Des Meines, Iowa

Yours is the strongest reaction we've heard of yet, to the 
Vitic combination or Circuit of carbon and magnet. Remember, the 
magnet represents the Moon, pulling effete matter out of your body; 
and the carbon rod represents the Sun, putting new vitality into 
the body. You way overdid it! Re-read the text of the Magnetic 
Vitality brochure, ($2.75) and you will see that we reconanend only 
five minutes in Circuit. That’s enough to Charge the nervous Sys
tem with all the extra energy it can hold, and the Charge lasts 
several hours; but maybe your System needed the shock.
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THEM DANGED THOUGHT-CURIENTS IS F01. rezL'
”1 know people who did put a certain type of magic into 

pracii* . Howe/t > i ccmfess that I am more interested in 
Love (Birnh) and Wisdom (Chokmah) than in imoicai Power (Kether), 
although I know that it exists and brings its results -- which 
often are not the expected onea.

'”It Gonres to ray mind tm j^ut 25 years ago I had some ac- 
quaintances with whom I practiced a 1 i •' > ■> 1,-y. ■: die game, 
which went on like this: We were a group of 8, 10, 12 or more. 
Ohe of us left the room and in the meantime the rest of us de- 
cided what we wanted the fellow, or the. woman, to do when they 
case back.

”Let us say we started giving out only one task. The Out
sider came In. We did not say anything but concentrated our 
thoughts; for iiru.ace, to o re him or her pick up a pencil on 
a certain spot, or to say a few words on a certain subject; but 
in the beginning, only one thing. It seems that the one supposed 
to to do the thing feit himself or herseif inclined to do it. 
As time went on ihrs became too easy; so we concentrated ourselves 
to have the other do three or four tasks, as for instance: To 
pick up the newspaper (1 job), to Look upon a certain page (2nd 
job), to say a few words about it (3rd job), to hand the news
paper to another person (4th job). However. shortly afterwards 
we stopped.

”0ne reason was that on two different occasions -- each time 
it was a different man -- two fellows lost their consciousness. 
One time I knew what to do to awake one man; the other time a 
fellow present used a kind of mantra or chant. The group had no
thing to do with the Theosophical Society at all. It was wrong 
to do such a game with persons who could really respond to the 
vibrations, since they lost consciousness. I was then told by 
the leader of the Theosophical Lodge of which I was a member, 
to stop iinmediately, and that such matters should not be played 
with. I might add that each object on which our thoughts were 
concentrated, gleamed with a strong 1 light’ visible to some of 
the persons there. Consequently, there are not only mental streams 
or waves' but also a kind of light waves which play a part in such 
a procedure.

”Now, if this is already done by a group as a kind of game, 
how rauch stronger must be the thoughts of some African medicine- 
man? Or of a Hawaianr Kahuna?”

J.A.A., Karlsruhe, Germany

Or even more powerful, Judy, a trained and dedicated priest
hood such as the Buddhist, Brahmin, Roman Catholic, Mohammedan, 
Coptic, Mormon, Shinto, Confucian, Tantric, etc. These are the 
Long established centers of power which must be dealt with some- 
how if the planet is to be unified under the Will of the Christ. 
In Iran today we see how priestly power is being used -- misused.
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"ALFRED HITCHCOCK, MASTER OF MYSTERY MOVIES, DIES*’
Los Angeles "Times", April 30, 1980: "Sir Alfred Hitchock, the 
master motion picture director whose genius for the macabre 
chilled the spines of three generations of moviegoers, died 
peacefully in his sleep Tuesday at. his Bel- 
Air (California) home. He was 80 years old."

And as his murder movies, "Psycho", 
"Dial M For Murder", etc. go on for years, 
being played and replayed in movie theaters 
and on television, will his time in the hea
ven world continue to be peaceful? Not 
likely, if the . '-death experiences of 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle are any criterion.

He died in 1930 and in 1931 he was 
able to blend his conscious with that 
of medium Grace Cooke and speak at length 
of the problems of adjustment to life on 
the other side: ”It was entirely differ
ent from what I had expected, and that is 
what most people, Orthodox and Spiritual
ist alike, will find -- a very different 
Summerland or Heaven from what they had ex
pected. The nature of the new life turns 
largely on the quallty of the new arrival’s 

Hftchcoclc in Jerwory, 1980

mentality, but still more on what his atti-
tude has been during his former life towards his fellows and 
towards human life in general. . .

"The power to create, either mentally or physically, is the 
gift of every man. On his Creative power the
whole business of the after life. The man of whose ability bent 
lies in the creating of characters in literature, or in the 
painting of pictures, or of the writing of poetry -(or in the 
creation of motion pictures) - in the creation either of beauty 
or the reverse by his' positive Creative thought -- is very surely 
creating his environment and his habitation when he is freed 
from the flesh. . .

"That is the niain idea; that the creaticms of one's own 
brain go on and on like the waves of a rolling sea that are ever 
beating against the minds of many fellow creatures. when these 
creations are beautiful, it is a heavenly and immeasurable joy 
to see the good in them radiating through the human universe: 
but when it is otherwise -- I dare paint no _ state.

"It is a rather terri'ble Sensation when one endeavours to 
express one’s seif to one's friends and is unable to make any 
Impression on them; and when some souls here ,
their former deeds are still working evil. in the minds and 
hearts of souls on earth, it is terrible to 
the forces one has loosed.. .

"When I think of my former errors of I
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”’The directive is addressed to clergy. In the Roman Catho
lic Church, women have never been in the category of clergy.' she 
said. ”

The Church is and always has been up to its neck in politics; 
so Catholics like Sister Farrel are mystified by the Popels di
rective. For what it’s worth, we suggest that the Pope and the 
College of Cardinals want to put as rauch distance as possible 
between themselves and another organized priesthood, the minions 
of the false. Mohammed, Thoth-Gabriel, who have seized control of 
Iran. For months on television we have had the spectacle of black 
robed, pistol-waving priests, Controlling the mobs in front of 
the American embassy in Iran. The Church certainly doesn’t want 
Americans to get the idea that any such priestly hanky panky is 
going on here in the United States!

WORLD WAR III AVER'xED ?
To us the:fai_ure of the American hostage rescue mission in

Given the unstable conditions in Iran, which President Carter 
used as the rationale for this foolish act, the Iranians, led 
by a typically irrational religious leader, would surely react 
in a männer to harm us the most.

"The obvious retaliation would be to close the Strait öf
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Homhuz which, being only 24 miles wide, couid be closed to tankers 
by the artillery, les, rockets and ships that we sold to Iran.

le oil moved by sea goes through the Strait, and 
thus we would be faced with an impossible Situation, and have to 
resort to large scale military action to reopen the Strait. Our 
action couid easily set the Middle East ablaze, have Iran invite 
in the Russians and coafront us with

"Six months from now, if no für srations of
any type are begun by us in this area, it will become clear to 
the American people how forfcuxiate we were, in that mechanical 
failure was a blassing in disguise, as it prevented the beginning 
of a chain of events that couid easily have led to the disaster 
of war in the Middle East. I believe that (Secretary of State) 
Vance couid foresee the dangers and, with resigned to
warn us."

Leeds Bauman, Montecito, California

Weapons we so.d to Iran, and th® money which was paid for 
those weapons came from the exhorbitant profits of the sale of 
crude oil to the major oil Companies. Not long ago we learned 
from the Sunday night TV news-magazine program, 60 Minutes, that 
the Shah of Iran lead the way to the continued and unwarranted 
price increases in crude oil. And who put him up to it? The 
American nrunitions makers. They wanted to seil the egomaniac 
billions of dollars worth of arms and they did. Where was the 
money to come from? From the American people, of course, in the 
form of higher prices for gasoline and other oil products. Be 
it said to the credit of the princes of Saudi Arabia, they tried 
to warn us of this inflationary, wildly suicidal course of action, 
through our Ambassador to Arabia; but his messages to Secretary of 
State Henry Kissinger and President Nixon both under control of 
their Mephistofeleses -- were deliberately ignored.

There is a message from Outer Space: This is a moral universe. 
We are responsible for our actions» "I am my brothers keepersP^” 
And this is the key to the continued Silence Policy on Flying Sau
cers by every Western government American. British, French, 
German, Italian, Israeli -- all making billions out of the arms 
business’. Powerful political leaders, and their buddies in the 
munitions business, dont like to be told what to do; and this is 
just exactly what they would be asked to do if they were to con
tact the Good Guys from Outer Space: The Arms Business is wrong! 
Get out of it. It is evil. As Christians you say you believe in 
the Golden Rule. Practice it!

Fortunately there are millions of little people in all Lands 
who do believe in the Golden Bule and are trying to practice it. 
It is these waves of energy rising hourly, minutely, from their 
hearts and minds that are gathered up by the Masters of the White 
Brotherhood and directed to good purpose, to !,seal the door where 
Evil dwells", as D.K. puts it. Thus the Plan of Evolution for man
kind and the planet is orogressing, probably pretty much on schedule.
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CASADMS VOTE F01 DIMOC1ACI
Consnon sense prevailed in the Canadian province of Quebec 

io•;late May. By a two-to-one tat _ty the Qu.ebe - voted for 
Democracy, the Golden Mean of the true Christ, and against a 
re tum to the past. The past in s oli-

Europe under the false Christ. Looeamong, 
more speci ,ce from whence came -- according to some
of -our Canadian Asse the black rob-ad zealots who in-
spirecl and guided the Separation policy of the Church. The 
fear in Roi Communist and a new base must
be creat r World. Quebec is the choice.

BOOM AND-GLOOM FINALLY COMES TO WASHINGTON
• Mt. St. Helens in Southern Washington state finally erupted 
with a. vengeance cn Sunday, May 18th, and brought a lot of satis- 
faction to the prephets of doom. Those,. however, who have lived 
through aacl under the fall out of v find ing that
it is one thing to talk ■ »ut the end of . . i quite
another to try to cope with the effect when it acti hits you!
Many in th now having to make an agonizing reappraisal
of their Situation. Do we stay and fight'it out in the face of 
the threat of more eruptions? Or do we abandon e ;hing and flee 
to another, hopefully safer, • of the country? Washingtonians 
can now..empathize with the Vietnamese and Cambodians wh - .
a .similar trauma...under American bombing of those unfortunate coun- 
tries ■ ten. years ago. There are some interesting observations on 
the care and feeding of volcanoes in the American occult classic, 
•"Etidorhpa”. A review in the Journal would be in order.

ANYONE FOR RADIONICS EQUIPMENT? THE RAU #2
J.G. Gallimore has developed a sixteen dial Radionic Ana- 

lyzer for research on ”plants, animals and insect. pests. Any 
specimen to be treated, such as a photograph of an infected area 
of a farm, can be diagnosed with the first eight dials and then, 
by setting switch to bottom bank, treated for plant growth or 
insect; control. . . Two treatment rates my be. imposed on the in- 
strument at one time for advanced control of problem areas. Like- 

hoto in one well and a select insect in the other. . .
Pelawarr-rates, dial settings for various treatments, with diag- 
nos.is numbers for elements. plants, animals and parasites. No 
specific Claims are made for this research tool, the Radionics 
Agricultural Unit, RAU #2, for its effectiveness nor that any 
person can operate it effectively.” $485.00. For more Informa
tion write to J.G. . 5627 E. Julian, Indianapolis, In
diana 46219.

U.S. PSYCHOT1ONIC ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE
We have woixi from David Rhoads, president of the U.S.P.A. 

that t onference will be held at Bergamo Hall in Dayton,
Ohio, July 24th through July 27th. Those wanting to present
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papers on their research in Radionics, Radiesthesia, etc. should 
sut» them to the OSPA Conference Committee, 893 NE 125th St., No. 
Miau Florida J . Re ■ for the Conference is being
handiea by Robert Deutlich, See’y-Treas., 3459 W. Montrose Ave., 
Chicago, Illinois 60618.

"POLE SHIFT" by JOHN WHITE
We have a review copy of his latest book, on the possibility 

of• a Polar Flip "with resultant tidal waves, volcanic eruptions, 
devastating hur te winds and earthquakes. . . " The book is 
well researched and well written, covering the subject from the 
prophecies of Edgar Cayce to the well documented researches ' of 
Hapgood and Campbell. Fortunately, the experts cant agree on a 

the next Shift; othewi.se every thought would be haunted!
But this Hardcover book is timely. "Pole Shift", published by 
Doubleday and Company, New York, 1980, $14.00. If that seems a 
little expensive, perhaps you can afford our modest opus on it.

BSRF No., 2~C;. FLYING SAUGERS AND AMERICA*S DESTINY Back in 1.959
we got interested in the Polar Flip hypothesis and related it to 
the Flying Saucer phenomenon -- that the Visitors and the Aliens 
were here to observe a planetary crisis, perhaps to take part in 
it, and even to use it to their own advantage if possible. Our 
subject matter includes the sinking of Atlantis -- which appar- 
•ently-coincided with the last Polar Flip, about 11,600 years ago, 
the Judgment Day of the Bible, the Trance of Change, the prophecy 
of George Washington. We review and illusträte the Theosophical 
material on such cataclysmic activity, the teachings of George 
Van Tassel’s space contacts on such changes and the charts which 
illustrate their ideas, and our own chart of the master, major and 
minor cycles coming to a head at this time as the planet is clean- 
sed and prepared for the New Age. 36 pages. . . , . . . . §2.75
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